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Message from the Executive Director
I am pleased to submit our 2014‐15 uOttawa Facilities Performance Report – a scorecard
on our progress in delivering value to the University and achieving client satisfaction.
Facilities staff are proud to serve the academic community. Whether it’s on delivering new buildings,
cleaning the campus each day, or delivering world‐class sustainability initiatives, our goal is always to achieve a
high level of client satisfaction while delivering value to the University.
The data for this annual report comes from:




An independent client satisfaction survey conducted by Nanos Research in April 2015,
with comparative results from a survey conducted in 2014
The University’s financial accounts
A self‐assessment of our progress in achieving the goals we set at the beginning of our fiscal year

Our key success this year was maintaining client satisfaction levels while at the same time significantly reducing our operating costs. By consuming less of the
University’s overall budget we delivered $2.3 million in savings. On major projects over the past year, we completed the Alex Trebek Alumni Hall and
commissioned the Advanced Research Complex (ARC). The Campus Master Plan was also updated and is in the final approval stages at the Board of
Governors.
We look forward to serving the University community in 2015‐16 where we will focus on continuing to improve our client satisfaction ratings. As always, we
welcome your feedback on this report and your ideas on how we can improve our performance.

Claudio Brun del Re
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OUR FOCUS

Improve client

SATISFACTION
Deliver VALUE to the
University
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Measuring Performance
1. What our clients tell us
Nanos Research Associates conducted an online independent survey in April 2015, which targeted a broad range of our clients and in
particular those in direct contact with Facilities. The 46 respondents, mostly facility managers and CAOs, indicated their general level of
satisfaction with our full range of services.

2. Our service costs
the

A key goal for Facilities is to deliver value to the University. We routinely analyze expenditures in an effort to reduce costs and enhance
the value of our service. In this report, we illustrate the gross costs of Facilities on both a per‐student and per square‐metre basis over
past four years. In addition, we show the percentage of total University expenditures dedicated to Facilities.

3. Progress in meeting our operational plan
At the beginning of each year, Facilities establishes operational goals for each of our four sectors. In this report we provide a self‐
assessment of how we have fared in meeting these goals. We also disclose our goals for 2015‐16, establishing a clear basis of
accountability for our next annual performance report.
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Client Satisfaction

2014/15

Average rating on 60 questions on client
satisfaction covering all Facility sectors on
a scale of 1 to 5 remains unchanged
compared to the previous year.

2013/14

3.5 3.5

For detailed results , see Appendix A
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Client satisfaction by Function
PLANNING SERVICES

BILLING / INVOICING

1 ‐ PERFORMANCE

MAJOR PROJECTS (>$500,000 UNDER 5 MILLION)

SMALL PROJECTS (LESS THAN $500,000)

All ‐ 2014
CAMPUS GENERAL CONDIDTIONS

All ‐ 2015

SMALL REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

OTHER SERVICES

CALL CENTRE
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In a nutshell
Areas of satisfaction
•

•

Satisfaction ratings from Deans and
Central Administration have improved
8%
General upkeep of the Campus,
grounds, snow removal

Areas that need attention
•

Satisfaction ratings from Facility
Managers have declined 5%

•

Frequency of cleaning in offices

•

Communications, status of projects,
feedback on work orders

•

Mail delivery, recycling services

•

Overall quality of projects rendered

•

Accuracy of cost estimates

•

Service offered by the Call Centre

•

Planning of projects and space
utilization
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Our service costs
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Facilities gross operating costs as a
percentage of University expenditures

5.5 %

Total Spending ‐ $M / % uOttawa Total Spending
$54.0

5.80%

$53.3
$52.6
$52.1

$52.0

5.70%

$50.0

5.60%
$48.8

$48.0

5.50%
$46.5

$46.0

5.40%

$44.0

5.30%

$42.0

5.20%
F10/11

F11/12

F12/13

Total Facilities spending $M

•
•

F13/14

F14/15

% uOttawa Total Spending

Facilities consumed 5.5% of the total University budget, down from 5.7% the previous year
This represents a $2.3M productivity improvement over the previous year.
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Facilities operating costs per square
metre

$91

Spending by m² / Total Building m²
$96

580K

$95

$94

$93

570K

$92

$91

$91

560K

$90
550K
$88

$87
540K

$86
530K

$84

$82

520K
F10/11

F11/12

F12/13

Cost / SQM

•
•

F13/14

F14/15

Total Facilities in SQM

Square metres of building space managed by Facilities increased by 2.8% in 2014‐15
Cost to operate Facilities for the year on a per square metre basis declined by 4.2% from $95 to $91
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$1,132

Facilities operating costs per student
Spending by student FTE / Student FTE

47K

$1,170
$1,160
$1,160
$1,150

46K

$1,150
$1,140
$1,132
$1,130

45K

$1,122
44K

$1,120
$1,110
$1,101

43K

$1,100
$1,090

42K

$1,080
41K

$1,070
F10/11

F11/12

F12/13

$ / student

•

F13/14

F14/15

student FTE

Facilities cost per student declined from $1,160 to $1,132
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Scorecard for
2014‐15 Operational Plan
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For 2014‐2015

Operational Scorecard
Of the 56 goals set by Facilities…

Completed as
planned

✓

Significant
progress
achieved



Significant work
remains

✗
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Service‐Wide Goals and Results
Improve client satisfaction ratings by 5%‐10%

✗

Improve cost efficiency relative to other universities

✓

Set objectives for all staff – assessing progress at appropriate intervals

✓

Prepare succession plan



Design a time‐tracking and costing system

✗
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Service‐Wide Goals and Results
Active staff engagement – staff training, communication and live the new
mission statement

✓

Safe workplace – with no lost work time due to staff injuries

✓

Teamwork – in and across all sectors



Develop and implement measures on staff engagement

✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Facility Planning and Client Engagement
Complete a strategic operational review and fill key positions
Strengthen teams and develop a training plan

✓
✓

Obtain formal approvals from client on scope, budget, timeline before
project hand‐off to IPD
Ensure asset management plan enables maximum improvement to FCI for
the investments applied



Review of physical assets and assess for revenue generation potential



Track health and safety incidents and report results

✓

Improve access and use for As‐Builts



✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Facility Planning and Client Engagement
Policy review over what is billable versus non‐billable services to clients



Establish an advisory committee composed of faculties and services to
provide feedback on Facilities services

✓

Implement the communications and change management strategy

✓

Establish framework for service‐level agreements with faculties and
services
Complete the client satisfaction survey and produce an annual report for
2015


✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Integrated Project Delivery
Implement the restructuring of IPD (organization, processes,
documentation, reporting tools, KPIs

✓

Establish the Quick Response Team

✓

Ensure all new projects meet the approved criteria to become projects
(approved scope, schedule, budget), with a proper transfer from Planning
Develop framework and rate project delivery performance based on
scope, schedule and budget (KPIs)
Select performance targets for projects by category and dollar value for
both individual projects and for a portfolio of projects; report on
performance on a periodic basis
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Integrated Project Delivery
Implement a report on individual projects and programs, enabling proper
oversight by clients and the University



Implement a new project close out process



Implement training plan and team building initiatives for staff

✓

Implement VOR for architects and engineers

✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Technical Services, Operations and Maintenance
Operationalize “vendors of record” to reduce cost and improve
performance. Prepare analysis based on “lessons learned”

✓

Improve utilization of Maximo and train staff on proper use



Complete analysis of overtime utilization; establish baseline and
implement measures to manage overall labour costs
Implement the new organizational structure with supervisors and team
leaders

✓
✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Technical Services, Operations and Maintenance
Expand preventative maintenance program to include all relevant
categories of assets
Implement value management orientation across all O&M services – with
demonstrated savings in relative purchasing costs

✓

Evaluate usage of mobile devices and implement recommendations
Support the implementation of the Quick Response Team


✓

Successful completion of TSSA/ESA/other compliance issues



Implement issue tracking and management system



✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Utilities and Campus Sustainability
Develop and implement proposals for energy optimization

✓

Complete the planned $3 million project for central heating and $4 million
optimization project for Roger‐Guindon



Complete distributed metering for the campus to enable real‐time data
reporting and analysis, promoting integrated sustainable development
policy



Implement energy metering engagement program with clients
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Utilities and Campus Sustainability
Analysis of the Master Plan on infrastructutre planning

✓

Analysis of the infrastructure plan for sustainability

✓

Establish clear design standards for energy usage for new buildings
Renewal of chiller #3

✓
✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Business Management
Create ONE financial and business analysis team who will provide analysis
and process review to support all units in value management
Implement a standard costing system and assess the relative benefits of
billing clients on the basis of standard costs vs actual costs

✓
✗

Consolidate project and financial accounting into a single group

✓

Improve/streamline Facilities procurement processes to generate faster
turnaround, targeting POs within 2 business days after a fully documented
request is received

✓
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Operational Plan Scorecard
Business Management
Operationalize and support the trade VOR, enable supplier evaluation and
analysis of cost
Undertake cost analysis to establish a funding formula for campus growth,
including a cost per sq. ft. and cost per student model that encompasses
all Facilities activities
Leverage Maximo to improve financial control and anaytical possibilities
Analyze Facilities results against APPA metrics in support of the annual
performance report. Use framework to implement challenge function on
budgets

✓
✗
✓
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Operational Goals for 2015‐2016
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Facilities – Service Wide Goals for 2015‐2016
Safe and healthy work environment: No lost time due to
workplace injuries
Focus and prioritization: Ensure unplanned initiatives align
with strategic priorities, are properly approved and resourced
before initiation
Client Satisfaction: Improve overall ratings across all
sectors
Productivity: Improve trend in costs using internal and
external benchmarking
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Facilities – Service Wide Goals for 2015‐2016
Active Staff Management & Engagement: Provide
training and other supports to improve individual
performance for all staff while improving overall staff
engagement
Teamwork: All sectors to anticipate and proactively respond
to the needs of other sectors and to university partners,
including enhancing document management practices
Data & Analytics: Generate information to support decisionmaking and resource optimization by designing and
implementing a time-tracking and costing system
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Facilities Fact Sheet

2011‐2012

2012‐2013

2013‐2014

2014‐2015

527,155

558,604

559,709

577,662

67

67

67

68

42.5

42.5

42.5

42.5

Average age of buildings (years based on SQM)

40

38

39

42

Number of Facilities staff

175

174

174

174

28%

28%

28%

31%

N/A

22,146

27,686

26,447

Work orders

43,591

58,254

64,605

74,021

Capital expenses

$78M

$80.6M

$57.6M

$68.9M

Energy consumption (GJ per square metre)

1,29

1,22

1.25

1.28

Greenhouse gas emissions (tonnes of Co2)

28,911

28,364

31,028

28,702

Waste diversion rate

45%

57%

58%

61%

Domestic water costs

$1.45M

$1.52M

$1.51M

$1.54M

Fossil fuel costs

$2.62M

$3.22M

$4M

$2.83M

Electricity costs

$8.91M

$9.06M

$9.72M

$9.18M

27%

26%

28%

28%

Estimate of deferred maintenance

$181M

$200M

$178M

$315M

Facility condition index (differed maintenance / current
day replacement value). 1 Refer to Appendix B

12.7%

13.5%

11%

17%1

Building space (square meters)

Buildings and
grounds

Staff

Number of buildings (Main buildings and Academic
buildings)
Grounds (hectares)

Wages as a percentage of total Facilities expenditures
Calls received (ext. 2222), emails, visits

Activity

Utilities and
sustainability

(Utility costs are a function of
rate, SQM, usage, climate)

Utilities as a percentage of total Facilities expenditures

Building condition

Appendix A
Client Satisfaction Survey
Detailed Results
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General Campus Condition
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Call Centre
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Small Repairs and Maintenance
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Other Services
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Small Projects
(less than $500,000)
QUESTION – Projects are divided into two categories (small projects of less than $500,000 and major projects of
between $500,000 and $5 million. Projects over $5 million, such as new buildings, are evaluated individually, using
different methods). Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Major Projects
(over $500,000 and under $5 million)
QUESTION – Projects are divided into two categories (small projects of less than $500,000 and major projects of
between $500,000 and $5 million. Projects over $5 million, such as new buildings, are evaluated individually, using
different methods). Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Planning Services
(projects of all sizes, space management and planning for new facilities)
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Billing / Invoicing
QUESTION – Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following. Please use a 5‐point scale where 1 means
very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Trend in the quality of our services
QUESTION – In the following areas has your general impression of the services provided by Facilities worsened,
improved or stayed about the same over the past year?

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Level of investment
Areas in which to invest more, less or about the same
QUESTION – Facilities regularly evaluates the relative cost and importance of various services, to achieve optimal
value for the University. In the following areas, please indicate where you believe Facilities should invest more, less
or about the same.

Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 30th to April 29th, 2015, n=46 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa.
Source: Nanos Research online survey, March 27th to April 30th, 2014, n=51 faculty staff at the University of Ottawa

• N refers to the number of respondents to a particular question with an opinion
• Net score may not balance because of rounding
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Appendix B
Facility Condition Index report
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Building condition
Facility Condition Index (FCI)
In 2014‐15 the University of Ottawa adopted a more rigorous Facility
Condition Index (FCI) methodology. The FCI is our estimated
deferred maintenance divided by the current replacement value of our
buildings. The new methodology resulted in a more accurate and a
much higher estimate of deferred maintenance than in previous years.
The University of Ottawa is committed to providing safe and healthy
facilities. We are also committed to ensuring proper lifecycle
maintenance in a way that delivers long term value to the University.
The new FCI methodology allows for a more strategic allocation of
university resources for deferred maintenance. In addition, by using a
continued risk‐based approach and predictive modelling techniques,
the University can ensure its facilities will continue to remain safe for
all who use them.
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Building condition
Facility Condition Index (FCI)
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